A sememe is defined as the minimum semantic unit of human languages. Sememe knowledge bases (KBs), which contain words annotated with sememes, have been successfully applied to many NLP tasks. However, existing sememe KBs are built on only a few languages, which hinders their widespread utilization. To address the issue, we propose to build a unified sememe KB for multiple languages based on BabelNet, a multilingual encyclopedic dictionary. We first build a dataset serving as the seed of the multilingual sememe KB. It manually annotates sememes for over 15 thousand synsets (the entries of BabelNet). Then, we present a novel task of automatic sememe prediction for synsets, aiming to expand the seed dataset into a usable KB. We also propose two simple and effective models, which exploit different information of synsets. Finally, we conduct quantitative and qualitative analyses to explore important factors and difficulties in the task. All the source code and data of this work can be obtained on https://github.com/thunlp/BabelNet-Sememe-Prediction.
Introduction
A word is the smallest element of human languages that can stand by itself, but not the smallest indivisible semantic unit. In fact, the meaning of a word can be divided into smaller components. For example, one of the meanings of "man" can be represented as the composition of the meanings of "human", "male" and "adult". In linguistics, a sememe (Bloomfield 1926 ) is defined as the minimum semantic unit of human languages. Some linguists believe that meanings of all the words in any language can be decomposed of a limited set of predefined sememes, which is related to the idea of universal semantic primitives (Wierzbicka 1996) .
Sememes are implicit in words. To utilize them in practical applications, people manually annotate words with predefined sememes to construct sememe knowledge bases (KBs). HowNet (Dong and Dong 2003) is the most famous one, which uses about 2, 000 language-independent A BabelNet synset sememes annotate bn:00045106n en: husband, hubby zh: 丈夫, ⽼公, 先⽣, 夫 fr: mari, époux, marié de: Ehemann, Gemahl, Gatte …… human family male spouse Figure 2: Annotating sememes for the BabelNet synset whose ID is bn:00045106n. The synset comprises words in different languages (multilingual synonyms) having the same meaning "the man a woman is married to", and they share the four sememes on the right part.
dict sememes for only one language at a time, which means repetitive efforts, including manual correctness checking conducted by native speakers, are required when constructing sememe KBs for multiple languages.
To solve this problem, we propose to build a unified sememe KB for multiple languages, namely a multilingual sememe KB, based on BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto 2012a) , which is a more economical and efficient way to transfer sememe knowledge to other languages. BabelNet is a multilingual encyclopedic dictionary and comprises over 15 million entries called BabelNet synsets. Each BabelNet synset contains words in multiple languages with the same meaning (multilingual synonyms), and they should have the same sememe annotation. Therefore, building a multilingual sememe KB by annotating sememes for BabelNet synsets can actually provide sememe annotation for words in multiple languages simultaneously (Figure 2 shows an example).
To advance the creation of a multilingual sememe KB, we build a seed dataset named BabelSememe, which contains about 15 thousand BabelNet synsets manually annotated with sememes. Also, we present a novel task of automatic sememe prediction for BabelNet synsets (SPBS), aiming to gradually expand the seed dataset into a usable multilingual sememe KB. In addition, we exploratively put forward two simple and effective models for SPBS, which utilize different information incorporated in BabelNet synsets. The first model exploits semantic information and recommends similar sememes to semantically close BabelNet synsets, while the second uses relational information and directly predicts relations between sememes and BabelNet synsets. In experiments, we evaluate sememe prediction performance of the two models on BabelSememe, finding they achieve satisfying results. Moreover, the ensemble of the two models yield obvious performance enhancement. Finally, we conduct detailed quantitative and qualitative analyses to explore the factors influencing sememe prediction results, aiming to point out the characteristics and difficulties of the SPBS task.
In conclusion, our contributions are threefold: (1) first proposing to construct a multilingual sememe KB based on BabelNet and presenting a novel task SPBS; (2) building the BabelSememe dataset containing over 15 thousand Ba-belNet synsets manually annotated with sememes; and (3) proposing two simple and effective models and conducting detailed analyses of factors in SPBS.
Dataset and Task Formalization BabelSememe Dataset
We build the BabelSememe dataset, which is expected to be the seed of a multilingual sememe KB and expanded steadily by automatic sememe prediction together with examination of humans. Sememe annotation in HowNet embodies hierarchical structures of sememes, as shown in Figure 1 . Nevertheless, considering the structures of sememes are seldom used in existing applications (Niu et al. 2017; Qi et al. 2019a ) and it is very hard for ordinary people to make structured sememe annotation, we ignore them in Ba-belSememe. Thus, each BabelNet synset in BabelSememe is annotated with a set of sememes (as shown in Figure 2 ). In the following part, we elaborate how we build the dataset and provide its statistics.
Selecting Target Synsets
We first select 20 thousand synsets as target synsets. Each of them includes English and Chinese synonyms annotated with sememes in HowNet, 1 so that we can generate candidate sememes for them.
Generating Candidate Sememes We generate candidate sememes for each target synset using the sememes annotated to its synonyms. Some sememes of the synonyms in a target synset should be annotated to the target synset. For example, the word "husband" is annotated with five sememes in HowNet ( Figure 1) in total, and the four sememes annotated to the sense "married man" should be annotated to the Ba-belNet synset bn:00045106n ( Figure 2 ). Thus, we group the sememes of all the synonyms in a target synset together to form the candidate sememe set of the target synset.
Annotating Appropriate Sememes We ask more than 100 annotation participants to select appropriate sememes from corresponding candidate sememe set for each target synset. All the participants have a good grasp of both Chinese and English. We show them Chinese and English synonyms as well as definitions of each synset, making sure its meaning is fully understood. When annotation is finished, each target synset has been annotated by at least three participants. We remove the synsets whose inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is poor, where we use Krippendorff's alpha coefficient (Krippendorff 2013) 
SPBS Task Formalization
SPBS is aimed at predicting appropriate sememes for unannotated BabelNet synsets. It can be modeled as a multi-label classification problem, where sememes are regarded as labels to be attached to BabelNet synsets. Formally, we define B as the set of all the BabelNet synsets, and S as the set of all the sememes. For a given target BabelNet synset b ∈ B, we intend to predict its sememe set
Previous methods of sememe prediction for words usually compute an association score for each sememe and select the sememes with scores higher than a threshold to form the predicted sememe set Jin et al. 2018) . Following this formulation, we havê
whereŜ b is the predicted sememe set of b, P (s|b) is the association score of sememe s, and δ is the association score threshold. To compute the association score, existing methods of sememe prediction for words capitalize on semantic similarity between target words and sememe-annotated words or directly model the relations between target words and sememes Jin et al. 2018) . No matter which way to choose, representations of target words are of vital importance. Similarly, representations of BabelNet synsets are crucial to SPBS. In following section of Methodology, we make an preliminary attempt to utilize two kinds of representations of BabelNet synsets in the SPBS task.
Methodology
As mentioned in task formalization, learning representations of BabelNet synsets 2 is very important to SPBS. BabelNet merges various resources such as WordNet (Miller 1995) and Wikipedia, which provide abundant information for learning synset representations. Correspondingly, we summarize two kinds of synset representations according to the information used for representation learning: (1) semantic representation, which bears the meaning of a synset. Much information can be used for learning the semantic representation of a synset, e.g., textual definitions from WordNet and related Wikipedia articles;
(2) relational representation, which captures the relations between different synsets. Most relations are the semantic relations transferred from WordNet (e.g., "antonym"). Next, we introduce two preliminary models, namely SPBS-SR and SPBS-RR, which utilize semantic and relational representations respectively to predict sememes for synsets. We also present an ensemble model which combines the two models' prediction results to obtain better performance.
SPBS-SR Model
Inspired by , the idea of SPBS-SR (SPBS with Semantic Representations) is to compute the association score P (s|b) by measuring the similarity between the target synset b and the other synsets annotated with the target sememe s. In other words, if a synset with known sememe annotation is very similar to the target synset, its sememes should have high association scores. In fact, this idea is similar to collaborative filtering (Sarwar et al. 2001 ) in recommendation systems.
Formally, following the notations in task formalization, we can calculate P (s|b) by
where B is the set of synsets with known sememe annotation, b and b represent the semantic representations of b and b respectively, 
SPBS-RR Model
SPBS-RR (SPBS with Relational Representations) aims to use relational representations of target synsets to compute P (s|b). As mentioned before, there are many relations between synsets, and most of them are semantic relations from WordNet. As for sememes, they also have four semantic relations in HowNet, namely "hypernym", "hyponym", "antonym" and "converse". The semantic relation between a pair of synsets should be consistent with the relation between their respective sememes. Taking Figure 4 as an example, the synset "better" is the antonym of "worse", and their respective sememes superior and inferior are also a pair of antonyms. Naturally, this property can be used to predict sememes when synsets and sememes as well as all their relations are considered together -if we know "better"-"worse" and superiorinferior are both antonym pairs, and "better" has the sememe superior, then we should undoubtedly predict inferior for "worse". To this end, we introduce an artificial relation "have sememe" between a synset and any of its sememes, aiming to build a bridge between synsets and sememes. Now by considering all the synset-synset, sememe-sememe and synset-sememe relations, synsets and sememes form a semantic graph, and as a result, knowledge graph embedding methods can be used to learn relational representations of synsets.
Here we borrow the translation idea from the wellestablished TransE model (Bordes et al. 2013 ). Formally, for the above-mentioned semantic graph, all its relation triplets form a set G. Each triplet in G can be represented as (h, r, t), where h, t ∈ S ∪ B are nodes and r ∈ R B ∪ R S ∪ {r h } is a relation. R B and R S are the sets of relations between synsets and between sememes respectively, and r h refers to the "have sememe" relation. Then we can learn representations of both nodes and relations by minimizing:
where [x] + = max(0, x), scalar τ is a hyper-parameter, (h, r, t ), t ∈ S ∪ B is a corrupted triplet, boldface symbols represent corresponding vectors, and d(x, y) is L 2 distance function:
However, the synset-sememe semantic graph is not exactly the same as general knowledge graphs, because it embraces two kinds of nodes, namely synsets and sememes. Furthermore, according to the definition of sememes, the meaning of a synset should be equal to the sum of its sememes' meanings. In other words, there exists a special semantic equivalence relation between a synset and all its sememes. We formalize this relation and design a corresponding constraint loss:
where r s denotes the semantic equivalence relation. Therefore, the overall training loss is as follows:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are hyper-parameters controlling relative weights of the two losses. By optimizing the loss function, we can obtain relational representations of synsets, sememes and relations. Sememe prediction for the target synset b can be regarded as finding the tail node of the incomplete triplet (b, r h , ?). Hence, the association score P (s|b) can be computed by:
Ensemble Model SPBS-SR depends on semantic representations of synsets while SPBS-RR utilizes relational representations. It is obvious that the two models employ different kinds of information and exhibit different features of a synset. Accordingly, combining the two models together is expected to improve sememe prediction performance. Considering sememe association scores yielded by the two models are not comparable, we redefine the sememe prediction score by making use of the reciprocal sememe ranks:
where rank c s and rank r s are descending ranks of sememe s according to the association scores computed by SPBS-SR and SPBS-RR respectively, and λ c and λ r are hyperparameters controlling relative weights of the two items.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our two SPBS models. Furthermore, we conduct both quantitative and qualitative analyses to investigate the factors in SPBS results, aiming to reveal characteristics and difficulties of the SPBS task.
Dataset
We use BabelSememe as the source of sememe annotation for synsets. We extract all the relations between the synsets in BabelSememe from BabelNet. In addition, there are four semantic relations between sememes, and the "have sememe" relation between a synset and any of its sememes. Since our SPBS-RR model is graph-based, follow- ing previous knowledge graph embedding work, we filter the low-frequency synsets, sememes, and relations out. 3 The final dataset we use contains 15, 461 synsets, 2, 106 sememes, 196 synset-synset relations, 4 sememe-sememe relations and 1 synset-sememe relation ("have sememe"). And there are 171, 147 triplets in total, including 125, 114 synset-synset, 3, 317 sememe-sememe and 42, 716 synsetsememe triplets. We randomly divide the synsets into three subsets in the ratio of 8:1:1. Since only the tail nodes of synset-sememe triplets need to be predicted in the SPBS-RR model, we select all the synset-sememe triplets comprising the synsets in the two 10% subsets to form the validation and test sets. All the other triplets compose the training set.
Notice that our first model SPBS-SR only works on nominal synsets and needs no synset-synset or sememe-sememe triplets, which means only the synset-sememe triplets comprising nominal synsets in the training set are utilized and only nominal synsets have sememe prediction results.
Experimental Settings
Baseline Methods SPBS is a brand new task, and there are no previous methods specifically designed for it. Hence, we simply choose logistic regression (LR) and TransE 4 as baseline methods. Similar to SPBS-SR, LR also takes NASARI embeddings of synsets (semantic representations) as input and only works on nominal synsets. TransE learns relational representations of synsets and differs from SPBS-RR in the constraint of semantic equivalence relation.
Hyper-parameters and Training For both SPBS-SR and LR, the dimension of used NASARI synset embeddings is 300. For SPBS-SR, c in Equation (2) is 0.8. For both TransE and SPBS-RR, the embedding dimension of synsets, sememes and relations is empirically set to 800, and the margin τ in Equation (3) is set to 4. For SPBS-RR, the relative weight λ 1 = 0.95 and λ 2 = 0.05. For the ensemble model, λ c = 0.45 and λ r = 0.55. We adopt SGD as the optimizer whose learning rate is set to 0.01. All these hyper-parameters have been tuned to the best on the validation test. Evaluation Metrics Following previous sememe prediction work, we choose mean average precision (MAP) and the F1 score as evaluation metrics. And the sememe association score threshold, i.e., δ in Equation (1), is set to 0.32.
POS

Overall SPBS Results
The overall and POS tag-specific SPBS results of our models as well as baseline methods on the test set are shown in Table 2. Note that the ensemble model has the same results as SPBS-RR on non-nominal synsets because SPBS-SR works on nominal synsets only. From the table, we can see that:
(1) SPBS-RR performs markedly better than TransE on synsets with whichever POS tag. This can prove the effectiveness of the constraint of semantic equivalence relation, which we propose specifically for the SPBS task by taking advantage of the nature of sememes.
(2) On the nominal synsets, SPBS-SR achieves the best performance among all of the four single models, which demonstrates that recommending identical sememes to meaning-similar synsets is effectual. In addition, the ensemble model produces substantial performance improvement as compared to its two submodels, which manifests the success of our ensemble strategy.
(3) SPBS-RR yields much better results on nominal synsets than non-nominal synsets. To explore the reason, we count the number of synsets with different POS tags as well as the numbers of triplets comprising POS tagspecific synsets and calculate their average triplet numbers. The statistics are listed in Table 3 . We find that the number of nominal synsets and their average triplet number are significantly bigger than those of the non-nominal synsets. Consequently, less relational information of non-nominal synsets is captured, and it is hard to learn good relational representations for them, which explains their bad performance. 
SPBS for Nominal Synsets
According to the statistics in Table 3 , we speculate those non-nominal synsets have a negative influence on sememe prediction for nominal synsets. To prove this, we remove all the non-nominal synsets as well as related triplets from the dataset, and then re-evaluate all the models on nominal synsets. The results are shown in Table 4 . We observe that both TransE and SPBS-RR receive considerable performance boost in predicting sememes for nominal synsets, and they even produce better results than SPBS-SR. In addition, the ensemble model performs correspondingly better. These results confirm our previous conjecture, and point out that we should notice the effect of other lowfrequency synsets on the target synsets in SPBS.
Effect of the Synset's Degree
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the synset's degree on SPBS results, where the degree of a synset is the number of the triplets comprising the synset. This experiment as well as following ones is conducted on the nominal synsets of the test set using the ensemble model. Figure 5 exhibits the sememe prediction results of synsets within different degree ranges. We find that the degree of a synset has great impact on its sememe prediction results. It is easier to predict sememes for the synsets with larger degrees because more relation information of these synsets is captured and better relational representations are learned. 
Effect of the Synset's Sememe Number
In this subsection, we explore whether the number of a synset's annotated sememes affects SPBS results. Figure  6 exhibits the sememe prediction results of synsets whose sememe numbers are in different ranges. We find that sememe prediction performance increases first and then decreases with sememe numbers basically, which shows the synsets with too few or too many sememes are hard to cope with. The anomaly that MAP is high for the single-sememe synsets is because of the characteristic of MAP. 5
Effect of the Sememe's Degree
To investigate what sememes are easy or hard to predict, we first focus on the degree of a sememe. Similar to the degree of a synset, the degree of a sememe is the number of the triplets comprising the sememe, and it is the only quantitative feature of sememes. Figure 7 shows the experimental results, where sememe degree is on the x-axis and the average prediction performance of the synsets having sememes within corresponding degree ranges is on the y-axis. We can observe that it is harder to predict the sememes with lower degrees, whose reason is similar to that of low-degree synsets' bad performance, i.e., low-degree nodes in graph normally have poor representations.
Effect of Sememe's Qualitative Features
In this subsection, we intend to observe some typical sememes to find qualitative features of sememes influencing SPBS results. like "Beijing". As for the hardest sememes, they are more abstract, e.g., expression and protect, and usually annotated to the intangible concepts or non-nominal synsets. Therefore, we speculate that the concreteness of sememes is also an important factor in SPBS results.
Related Work
HowNet As the most well-known sememe KB, HowNet has attracted considerable research attention. Most related work employs HowNet in specific NLP tasks (Liu and Li 2002; Duan, Zhao, and Xu 2007; Fu et al. 2013; Niu et al. 2017; Gu et al. 2018; Qi et al. 2019a; Zang et al. 2019; Qin et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020) . Some work tries to expand HowNet by predicting sememes for new words Jin et al. 2018) . To the best of our knowledge, only Qi et al. (2018) make an attempt to build a sememe KB for another language by cross-lingual lexical sememe prediction (CLSP). They learn bilingual word embeddings in a unified semantic space, and then predict sememes for target words according to their meaning-similar words in the sememeannotated language. However, CLSP can predict sememes for only one language at one time and cannot work on lowresource languages or polysemous words. Knowledge Graph Embedding There are innumerable methods of knowledge graph embedding (KGE) towards knowledge base completion or link prediction (Wang et al. 2017) . For example, translational distance models (Bordes et al. 2013; Xiao, Huang, and Zhu 2016) , semantic matching models (Nickel, Tresp, and Kriegel 2011; Yang et al. 2015; Trouillon et al. 2016 ) and neural network models (Dettmers et al. 2018; Nguyen et al. 2018 ). However, none of these models consider heterogeneous knowledge graphs like the synset-sememe semantic graph. To our best knowledge, we are the first to model synsets and sememes in a semantic graph and propose a specifically modified KGE model for it.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose and formalize a novel task of Sememe Prediction for BabelNet Synsets (SPBS), which is aimed at facilitating the construction of a multilingual sememe KB based on BabelNet. We also build a dataset named BabelSememe which serves as the seed of the multilingual sememe KB. In addition, we preliminarily propose two simple and effective SPBS models. They utilize different kinds of information and can be combined to achieve better performance. Finally, we conduct quantitative and qualitative analyses, aiming to point out characteristics and difficulties of the SPBS task.
In the future, we will try to use more useful information of BabelNet synsets, e.g., WordNet definitions, in the SPBS task to improve performance. We also consider predicting the hierarchical structures of sememes for BabelNet sysnets. Moreover, we will conduct extrinsic evaluations of the predicted sememes when there are enough annotated synsets.
